
19° Slouch 
Size: 58/60cm head circumference.
A very comfortable and warm large drooping beanie!
Material :
2 balls of Reggae Schoppel Wolle . Plus a 3rd if you
want to make more colorful stripes!
Circular needles 4 and 5mm. Yarn needle, scissors, 1 stitch marker.
Points and abbreviations     :  
k : knit.                                                                       
p : purl. 
ktbl : knit throw back loop .                                                                                                                                             
ptbl : purl throw back loop . 
kD : knit double .See this vidéo :   https://youtu.be/2xCgNVSFaR8  .
P2tog : purl 2 stitches together. 
m1 :make an intercalary increase and knit this stitch. Vidéo : https://youtu.be/qTiEn3-m85Y
R: round. 
*...*: Work the instructions between * and * as many times as necessary to reach the end of the round.
1/1   throw back loop   rib     :   repeat the following Round as many times as necessary in the indicated colourway: 
* 1ktbl,  1ptbl *.
MC : color 1                                                       
CC : color 2 
You will determine your colors before you begin.
If you want to use more colors, alternate the colors as you wish every 2 rounds (starting from round 1 of the motive).
Gauge stockinette stitch 5mm needles: 18 stitches/24 rows.
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https://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/Reggae-Ombree-c-5_25_45.html
https://youtu.be/qTiEn3-m85Y
https://youtu.be/2xCgNVSFaR8


Work :
Loosely cast on 90 stitches in MC on 4mm needles, form the circle, insert the stitch marker and knit 5cm of 1/1 twisted
rib. Switch to 5mm needles.
Make a round of increase in MC: *5md, m1 *. you have 108 stitches at the end of the round. Then a turn by purling all 
the stitches ..
Then start the pattern:
Round 1 CC : *1kD, 1k *.
Round 2 CC : *p * .
Round 3 MC : *1k, 1kD *.
Round 4 MC : *p *. 
Repeat this pattern a total of 6 times, and again do rounds 1, 2 and 3 and switch to the decreases which will always be 
done on round 4 of the pattern:
Decrease 1 : *7p, P2tog*. 96 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern.
Decrease 2 : *6p, P2tog*.  84 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern.
Decrease 3 : *5p, P2tog*.  72 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern.
Decrease 4 : *4p, P2tog*.  60 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern. 
Decrease 5 : *3, P2tog*.  48 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern. 
Decrease 6: *2p, P2tog*.36 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern.
Decrease 7: *1p, P2tog*.  24 stitches left . Then do rounds 1, 2 and 3 of the pattern.
Decrease 8 : * P2tog*. 12 stitches left . 

Attach the top of the hat by passing the threads through all the remaining stitches, tighten after removing the knitting needles, repeat the operation then bring in and fix the yarn inside the hat. Bring in and fix the other threads 
of the hat and cut them off.
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